




SOMEWHERE IN THE SOUTH DONETSK DIRECTION,
NOT FAR FROM THE FRONT LINES.

It's perfect for evacuating 
the wounded: small, low, 

quiet. And it's 
remote-controlled too!

Wouldn't it be great
to attach a machine 

gun to it?

A machine gun, 
you say?



*SIGH**SIGH*

Wow, what a marvel!
It's straight out of 'Mad Max!' 

Can you make us five more
of these?

Sure, even ten, 
buddy!



You two are strange,
and your cart is strange.

It's like the creation
of a mad genius.

We're strange? 
Valera, have you seen 

your tank?





Our tank is fine.
Much better than their 
remote-controlled cars.

Great tank, but we 
should definitely 

attach MANPADS to it, 
in my opinion.

Zhenya,
isn't the EW

equipment enough 
for you?

No, it's not.
It only jams drones; 
what are we going

to do about aircraft?

What do you mean? 
We'll run them over 

with tracks!



Alright, enough 
jokes.

Why jokes?
I saw on the internet that 

North Koreans put Igla
on their tanks.

Alexey has an Igla
on his tank instead

of a Kord. And he hasn't 
used it even once.



Bronya, we're 
pinned down
in square V6!

MOUNT UP!

*TRRRR*
*TRRRR* *TRRRR*

*TRRRR*



*BANG!*
*BANG!*

*BANG!*
*BANG!*

POSITIONS OF THE RUSSIAN ARMED FORCES
NEAR KRASNOHORIVKA



We're under enemy fire! 
Tank support urgently 

needed. The enemy
is using drones!

Hold on, guys, armor
is on the way! Two FPV 

units will cover you!

A GOLIATH IS 
COMING AT US!



Boom-boom-boom!

*BOOOOM*

*BOOOOM*

MISHA, YOU HIT IT!
Launch the next one, 

they're dug in the trench 
and firing at our guys.



SECOND ONE, GO!



AFU POSITIONS NEAR KRASNOHORIVKA

They blew up
our cart.

I TOLD YOU, WE 
NEED TO JAM 

THEM WITH EW!

Oh you're so smart,
but how are we going

to control our cart?
EW jams everything!

Guys, when did
the Russians manage

to build a bunker there?

WHAT BUNKER? 
CLEAN YOUR 

EYES, DIMWIT!



It seems like it's 
coming towards 

us...

WHOOO?

Well,
that bunker
of theirs...

When three are sitting
in a trench and one starts 

hallucinating, it's bad 
news...

No, Petro, it's really 
coming at us.



Drones!
Launch the drones 

urgently!

*TRRRR*
*TRRRR*

*VZZZHHH*
*VZZZHHH*

*VZZZHHH**VZZZHHH*

*VZZZHHH*
*VZZZHHH*

*THUD!*
*THUD!*



*TRRRR*
*TRRRR*

NO CONNECTION 
WITH

THE DRONES.

WHAT DO YOU 
MEAN, NO 

CONNECTION?

JUST LIKE THAT!
LOOKS LIKE THAT IRON 
KAPUT IS JAMMING US!

DOES IT HAVE 
EW OR 

SOMETHING?



My connection
is down.

The drone too.

Oh, that's just 
our guys
arriving! Is it

the Krasukha?

No, anti-drone grill 
arrived. Look: it jams 

everything within
half a kilometer.



*BOOM! *
*BOOM! *

*BANG!**BANG!*



*BOOM!!!*
*BOOM!!!*

DAMN IT! 
Guys, we have a wounded! 

Zhenya, fire at their position,
I'll drag him behind the tank,

and you call for medical
evacuation.

GOT IT, VALERA, 
COVERING YOU!

How are you, 
bro?

I'll survive,
just a scratch.



Hold on,
we'll evacuate

you soon.
No need, I can

manage. Don't leave
the guys, they'll be

overrun without your 
tank here.

*TRRRR*
*TRRRR*

*TRRRR*
*TRRRR*



SEE, VALERA,
YOU DIDN'T LIKE

OUR CARTS.

*BANG!**BANG!*



*BANG!**BANG!* *BANG!*
*BANG!*

*BANG!**BANG!*

BOOM! BOOM! 
OH, HERE COME 

THE AVARS!



Guys, I never thought 
I'd see such

a Warhammer scene!

This is just the beginning, buddy! 
Come back when you recover: 

we'll set up a cart like that
for you too. But for now, get well.

ALRIGHT, GUYS, 
LET'S ATTACK!

*BANG!**BANG!*
*BANG!*
*BANG!*



Petro, let's
surrender, how can 

we fight them? We can't. Hell with 
these cyborgs!

WE
SURRENDER!

IN COMBAT CONDITIONS, THE MOST IMPORTANT THING FOR EQUIPMENT
IS FUNCTIONALITY AND THE ABILITY TO PERFORM TASKS. FOR THIS, SKILLED 
INDIVIDUALS, USING THEIR EXPERIENCE AND AVAILABLE MATERIALS,
FINE-TUNE IT. 

WHILE MILITARY EXPERTS PONDER THE FORCED EVOLUTION OF ARMORED 
VEHICLES, THESE MAKESHIFT SOLUTIONS HELP ADAPT TO REAL CONDITIONS
AS QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE AND SAVE THE LIVES OF SOLDIERS.






